Fascism
Fascism & the Young Mussolini:
• Fasces carried by lictors in the Roman Republic to signify the
magistrate’s imperium
• “We are a bundle of sticks, and we are strong”
• Mussolini the young socialist
• The socialist Second International’s July 29, 1914 Brussels
meeting
• The collapse of the Second International
• Austrian socialist leader Viktor Adler: “better to be wrong
with than right against the working class”
• Four only out of fifty stuck to their pacifist guns: Hasse,
Luxemburg, Leibknecht, and Lenin
• Mussolini was shaken
• To lead a mass movement, you need to put yourself at its head
• Mussolini became a nationalist, and the first fascist
3:30 of audio in this slide; 11:00 in this slide group

But What Was This “Fascism” Going to
Be?
At the start, a placeholder:
• Fascism as critique: the classical liberal order had failed
• Macroeocnomic failure
• Distributional failure: treating equals unequally and
unequals equally
• Moral failure: market exchange corrosive of social
solidarity
• Related: government mediation needed to keep those
with market power from extracting pounds of flesh
• The cretinism of parliaments and the need for a leader
• Fascism’s positive policy platform
• Ethno-nationalist assertion against external enemies
• Ethno-nationalist assertion against internal enemies—those
who would mislead and divide the people
• Make the market work for the full members of the rightful
nation, not for others
• A leader to enforce order: “make the trains run on time”
• Was this real, or just a con game run by mountebanks and
grifters who wanted to live off of politics?
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Fascism the Interwar Wave of the Present
—& of the Future
Too many resonances to be dismissed as
only a con game:
• Six facets of really-existing fascist movements:
1. leadership commanding rather than
representing
2. blood and soil
3. coordination and propaganda—telling people
what they should think, aggressively
4. approval of (some) traditional hierarchies
5. hatred of socialists and liberals as ineffective
and effeminate
6. hatred of “rootless cosmopolites” of some
form or other in some form or other
• On the eve of World War II, only 12 1/2 stable
democracies worldwide
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